
One Page Summary:

Today, we are more than ever at a turning point when it comes to energy. Every day we strive

to improve our habits and consumption. essent is constantly looking for innovations and

trends in the field of energy, they are the actors of the future. So we propose our next idea for

2030 so that everyone can produce, use and exchange green energy tomorrow.

Description

The energy sharing platform system aims to reduce the loss of unused or generated energy by

allowing anyone to exchange it. This tailor-made service provides a sustainable solution to

tomorrow's energy consumption. Through partnerships, the customer will be able to get

rewards for putting energy back into the grid. As these rewards are themselves linked to low

energy consumption, this will set the wheels in motion for sustainable consumption in the

consumer experience with essent. The energy sharing platform aims to make energy more

tangible and exchangeable.

Role of the customer

First, the customer needs to be advertised or receive an offer by essent. Another opportunity

is that the customer bought a new house, moves somewhere else or the current contract is

ending. This all results in research of different companies. Next, the customer decides for

essent and books an appointment with the energy provider. After the installation, the

customer receives and uses the energy.

Role of the provider

The company targets their customers by SEO, SEA and other advertisements. In the research

of the customer, essent stand out and make the most interesting offer for the target group.

During the appointment, the employees provide their customer tailored advice. Next, essent

will provide an easy and smooth switch, without any work for the customer. After the

installation, by employees of essent, the company provides the energy. Furthermore, they

send updates and information to their customers. Additionally, essent is always available to

provide help.


